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Abstract—Lightning disaster has caused billions of dollars of 
property and infrastructure damages, unexpected 
disruption to socioeconomic activities and tragic loss of 
human beings each year. Considerable work has been done 
on lightning mechanism and its detection approach. 
However, little work was concerned about the effective 
management of lightning. In this paper, both a geographic 
information science (GIS) and a database management 
system (DBMS) were used to manage the lightning spatial 
data and provide service products in the proposed system. 
Some of the basic methods and strategies such as 
architecture design, function dividing and database 
classification were outlined. The lightning spatial database 
comprises data on lightning thematic, fundamental 
geographic and other raster imagery data, readily providing 
information for further development of lightning relevant 
applications. The proposed system was exemplified in 
Hainan area. As the system runs stable and provides a 
valuable tool for the further study on lightning, it can be 
recommended to a national level of China.  
 
Index Terms—lightning; GIS; database; management; 
application 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that lightning is a natural phenomenon 
which can cause significant economic, social, property 
and infrastructure damages and tragic loss of human 
beings every year[1]. According to the Meteorological 
Department and the Ministry of Labor’s statistics, the 
number of casualties by lightning is more than 10,000 
each year, which death reaches 3,000 in China. During 
the past years, the devastating events, such as lightning 
stroke the NASA’s Titan Centaur rocket in 1987, Chinese 
Huangdao oil tanks in 1989 and the fully loaded Boeing 
757 passenger aircraft in north Dominican in 1996, make 
us aware of the great harm of lightning disasters[2]. 

To reduce the impact caused by lightning disaster and 
achieve much safer community, considerable research 
efforts have been directed towards the lightning detection 
and lightning mechanism analysis[3,4]. However, little 
work had been done on the space-time distribution of 
lightning and effective management of lightning data. 

In recent years, spatial information technology 
develops quickly, which is widely used in many fields, 
such as environment and disaster. As one of the most 

important spatial information technology, geographical 
information science (GIS) has powerful spatial analysis, 
spatial data management and visualization ability. So, 
many researchers applied GIS to some particular areas, 
like forest fire disaster[5], water resource management[6,7], 
continental collisions[8], flood warning[9], etc. In addition, 
GIS technology was also used to study the relations 
between lightning activity and climatology[10]. Meanwhile, 
the development of database technology experiences four 
stages: labor control, file storage, traditional database 
management and advanced database management. Spatial 
database is one sort of the advanced databases, which the 
geographic and spatial data are stored in computers using 
GIS. Large volume and complicated spatial data 
including attribute data, spatial data and their relation 
data can be stored in an effective way. The attribute data 
and spatial data are integrated in the spatial database 
management. Some researchers begin to integrate GIS 
and database technology to geo-science fields[11,12]. 

Lightning events occur dynamically with both space 
and time. In order to study lightning activities in a 
scientific and reasonable way, it is of paramount 
importance to integrate their spatial and temporal aspects 
into the database and make such management effective. 

This paper tries to link GIS technology and database 
technology to build lighting information management 
system (LIMS) platform. In order to serve the public and 
related businesses, lightning activities need to be 
monitored and tracked in time. All the heterogeneous data 
relevant to lightning are effectively managed and 
lightning activities can be queried and spatially analyzed 
in the platform. 

II. THE DESIGN OF LIMS 

LIMS is an integrated system which is based on GIS, 
database management technology, computer network 
technology and kinds of second developing languages. It 
faces mass lightning data and has excellent interaction 
with users. Many thematic functions are integrated. 

A.  Design of the Architecture 
The integrated system is constructed on the basis of 

many sorts of data. As is shown in Fig. 1, the system 
architecture is classified into three tiers. Tier 1, the most 
fundamental tier, is used for data acquisition and dealing 
with the heterogeneous data from different sources, and 
makes these data suitable for storing in spatial database 
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Figure 1.  System architecture. 

after processing. In this tier, spatial data processing 
mainly includes map manufacture, attribute data 
management, data transformation, data backup, etc. in 
particular area. Data management tier builds all the 
needed data models like Geodatabase model to manage 
the heterogeneous data, and provides interfaces for access 
of tier 1 and tier 3. Application tier provides operation 
windows for exhibiting the whole system. It makes use of 
the component object model (COM) in GIS second 
developing environment to carry out system functions 
and applications. The lightning monitoring and analysis 
results are transferred to database of lightning service and 
product for storage and to meteorological service 
platform to issue lightning information on network. 

B.  Design of the Main Functions 
Based on the design of system architecture, the system 

should have the following basic functions: 1) Data pre-
processing. Convert the original and tabular lightning 
data and other spatial geographical data to GIS format 
which are suitable to display on map. 2) Data 
management. Both spatial data and non-spatial data (e.g. 
tabular data) can be stored, managed and maintained. 3) 
Lightning monitoring. The lightning activities are 
detected by lightning detection network and then display 
on map with detailed location information when they 
occur. 4) Space-time query. Within some definite 
conditions like specifying a region and giving a particular 
time period, the interested lightning activities will be 
searched out. 5) Spatial analysis of lightning activities. 
To provide decision-making support, the area where 
lightning occurs much often should be fenced off. So, 
spatial analyses like overlay and buffer functions in GIS 
will be used. 6) Statistics analysis. Applying geo-
statistical theory to the lightning statistics analysis, then 
the spatial pattern can be studied. 7) Visualization. 8) 

Issue information on network. The functional structure is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.  The functional structure of LIMS. 

III. DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 

A.   Classification of Database 
According to the different sources of data, lightning 

spatial database can be classified into four sub-databases, 
which are lightning thematic sub-database, spatial 
geographical sub-database, meteorological sub-database 
and lightning service and product sub-database (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3.  The classification of lightning spatial database. 

Lightning thematic subdatabase: It mainly contains 
“current_hour” table, “current_day” table, “current_year” 
table and historical tables stored by the year. The 
“current_hour” table will be filed into “current_day” table 
when next hour comes. And the rest may be deduced by 
analogy. The “current_year” table will be filed into 
historical tables. The spatial distribution of detecting 
stations, always in vector (e.g. .shp) format, and the 
detecting states (nomal or abnormal) are also included in 
this subdatabase. 

Spatial geographical subdatabase: Fundamental 
geographic information and thematic information related 

to serving subjects are included. Both of them need 
update at regular intervals.  

Meteorological subdatabase: It mainly contains 
conventional and non-conventional meteorological 
materials. 

Lightning service and product sub-database: In order 
to lessen lightning disasters, some specific lightning 
products will be demanded and so stored in this 
subdatabase. Lightning service products include 
lightning monitoring result, lightning probabilities, 
space-time distribution characteristics of lightning, 
evolving tendency, etc. 

B.  Database Structure 
The data types relevant to the proposed system are 

generalized below: 1) lightning thematic data, 2) general 
geographic data which contains infrastructure data and 
administration distribution, and 3) other data related to 
the database, such as DEM and aerial orthographic 
images. In the following, the structure and contents of 
database will be illustrated in more details. 

Lightning thematic data: It contains the raw-data, the 
ripe-data, detecting states and spatial distribution of 
detecting stations. The raw-data is a series of records 
gathering from lightning detection network, which is un-
located and stored temporarily as tabular tables in the 
lightning data receiver (see Table I a). With the help of 
the lightning positioning and calculation model, the ripe 
data, a series of points with detailed position information 
(such as longitude and latitude), will be obtained. It is 
indispensable for lightning analysis and application such 
as lightning early-warning and lightning super-short 
forecast. The ripe data is also stored as tabular tables, but 
has some different fields from which of the raw-data (see 
Table I b).  

TABLE I.   
SCHEMATIC ATTRIBUTE TABLES FOR LIGHTNING THEMATIC DATA 

a) Lightning raw-data 

Frame Tag          Frame Size ID         Detector ID         Year        Month        Day        Hour         Minute          Second         Data Type        … 
frame code           frame code            detector code        yyyy         MM           dd            hh             mm                  ss               0 or 1 

b) Lightning ripe-data 

Object ID           date              datetime           Polarity            Lightning Type          Longitude          Latitude          Amplitude          Slope      … 
ID code                                  hh:mm:ss           + or -              CC or CG 

c) Detectors’ state 

Detector ID        Year        Month       Day       Hour       Minute      Second       Result of Self Test       Threshold      GPS state      AD error         … 
detector code      yyyy        MM          dd          hh            mm             ss                     0 or 1 

d) The feature class of detectors’ distribution 

Detector ID        Name         Longitude         Latitude       State 

detector code                                                                     0 or 1 
In relation to this, please notice that: 1) raw data of lightning and detectors’ state data are automatically received frame by frame. 2) The fields of 

raw-data are different from which of ripe-data. 3) Lightning can be classified into twp types, cloud-to-cloud (CC) and cloud-to-ground(CG). And CG 
can be classified into the positive (“+”) and the negative (“-”). 
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To obtain lightning information, detectors information 
should be contained in the subdatabase. There are two 
types of information about detectors, the non-spatial 
tabular data with several fields about detectors’ state 
information and the feature layer about detectors’ 
distribution. One of the most important fields of 
detectors’ states is “result of self test”, which has two 
values, 0 and 1. “1” represents normal state while “0” is 
abnormal (see Table I c). The feature layer of detectors’ 
distribution (see Table I d) is added to the map when 
lighting activities are monitoring. The layer is consisting 
of several detector features and has an attribute table with 
many fields. The “latest state” field need update in 
accordance with the detectors’ state table. If the field 
value is “1”, then the detector feature is highlighted with 
green color. If “0”, the highlighting color will be red.  

General geographic data: It mainly includes 
fundamental geographic information and the thematic 
information relevant to the serving objects. The former 
involves sorts of basic geographic features, including 
traffic lines (e.g. road, railroad, high-speed road, etc.), 
key river system, administrations, which are including 
administration boundary, local government area and 
residential area, and other public infrastructures. The later 
is concentrated on the construction of different 
professional spatial attribute tables, such as forest and 
transmission lines, for thematic meteorological 
businesses. 

Other data related to the lightning spatial database: 
To further broaden the use of the lightning spatial 
database, other vector and raster datasets can be added to 
the database. Lightning occurrence usually influenced by 
terrain[13]. Hence, the database should be connected to 
elevation data, which can be either digitalized contour or 
the digital elevation model (DEM) and triangulation 
irregular net (TIN) format data, for they can be 
constructed from each other. Otherwise, additional data 
such as aerial orthographic image, satellite image and 
radar echo image, should be also contained in the 
database. Multi-source geospatial data used in LIMS are 
demonstrated in Fig.4. 
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Figure 4.  Multi-source geospatial data used in LIMS. 

C.  Database Implementation 
Lightning events vary dynamically with the space and 

the time, which would produce large volume day by day. 
The three-tier system configuration is regarded as fairly 
suitable for large data volume database implementation 
and for supporting efficient temporary data processing 
manipulation and analysis[14]. Therefore, a three-tier 
architecture, consisting of front-end application tier, 
middleware tier and data/resource tier, is implemented in 
the proposed system. The overview of the database 
architecture is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5.  Three-tier architecture of lightning spatial database. 

The most important tier: The data/resource tier is the 
most vital tier in the database, which provides data source 
for the whole system. Database management system 
(DBMS) of powerful storage performance will be utilized. 
The frond-end GIS applications interact with the database 
system by middleware of spatial data engine (SDE), the 
application programming interface (API) and the activeX 
data objects (ADO), which includes remote data objects 
(RDO) and data access objects (DAO). 

Software used: According to the database architecture 
design above, the database system will be developed on a 
platform consisting of Oracle 10g, ArcSDE, Apache and 
Tomcat. 

Oracle 10g is selected as the DBMS in this study, 
because it can provide reliable, secure data management 
ability for high volume online transaction, and can also 
manage the spatial data effectively with its spatial 
component[15].  

ArcSDE acts as a middleware when front-end GIS 
application tier such as ArcGIS Desktop and ArcEngine 
further developing procedure accesses the geospatial data 
stored in the database. It is built with client/server 
technology. As a client application sends request to the 
server, in return, the server receives the request and 
generates result, and then delivers it to the client.  
Meanwhile, the ArcSDE server can work within 
heterogeneous hardware and network environments, 
which is quite useful especially the multiple users 
disseminate at different places. The multiple clients are 
connected to the server by the computer network, which 
must support TCP/IP protocol. It can be a low-speed wide 
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area network (WAN) or a fast local area network (LAN). 
As the ArcSDE uses cooperative processing on both the 
client application machine and the server, the network file 
system mounts are not required for data transfer between 
the server and the client. This is rather important at the 
time that the amount of the accessed data is too large. 

Apache is a most widely used web server at present 
and tomcat is well-known web servlet engine. In the 
proposed system, Apache will be installed and configured 
with Tomcat to work as the web server when issue the 
lightning information on network. 

 

IV. APPLICATIOIN OF THE SYSTEM 

A.   Study Area 
Hainan province, is located in the south of China, with 

a longitude ranging from 108.37° to 111.05° E and a 
latitude ranging from 18.10° to 20.10° N (see Fig.6). It is 
surrounded with water and influenced by tropical marine 
climate, so the heat and the moisture are quite adequate 
and the convection motion of air is strong. All of these 
easily lead to lightning occurs. The annual thunderstorm 
days of Hainan reach more than 100 days. Hainan 
becomes the high lightning incidence area of China.  

 
 

Figure 6.  Study area.B.  Experiment 

Data explanation: In order to test the performance of 
the proposed system, several kinds of data are needed. 
Lightning thematic data are simulated in accordance with 
whose tabular structure fields mentioned above towards 
the area of Hainan. Other type of data can be downloaded 
from National Fundamental Geographical Information 
System (NFGIS) center of China for free (http:// 
nfgis.nsdi.gov.cn/). Fig. 8 demonstates the simulated 
attribute table of lightning ripe-data. 

Hardware and software: 
 Six Dell○R  PCs were used to build the LIMS. All 

PCs use Windows ○R  XP Professional operating 
system with service pack 3. Each PC is equipped 
with an Intel○R  Pentium○R  R processor at 3.0 GHz 
and 1.0 GB of random access memory (RAM). Two 
PCs are used as servers, which one serves as 
communication sever receiving data from remote 
lightning detecting network and the other serves as 

data management server. One of the remaining four 
PCs is used to position and calculate lightning raw-
data, and the other three server as the lightning 
applications. The six PCs connected to each other 
by a LAN. And the communication server PC 
connects with the remote detecting network by 3G 
wireless network. 

 The software was developed using Microsoft .NET 
VB programming language, which requires the 
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.0 environment to be 
installed on all the six PCs. The ArcGIS○R  Engine 
runtime library form Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI○R ) incorporated also need 
to be installed on all PCs. 

Lightning service products: 
Lightning real-time monitoring: The background 

image of monitoring is the geographic information of 
Hainan province, including administration, road and 
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resident area, etc. With respect to which geographical 
data to be added, it depends on the monitoring area and 
that thematic image should be added. Meanwhile, three-
dimensional (3D) visualization model can be used to 
duplicate the lightning occurance from the real world in 

the ESRI○R  ArcScene○R  environment by overlaying the 
multi-spectral satellite imagery and the processed DEM 
data. The two-dimensional (2D) lightning real-time 
monitoring of current day is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Lightning real-time monitoring of current day. The symbol of “+” in red and in blue represent the positive CG and CC respectively, while 
the red “-” and the blue “-” represent the negative CG and CC correspondingly. An individual yellow symbol of lightning shape is the latest CG flash, 

the symbol of which in blue is the latest CC flash. 

Lightning spatial query: For the demand of decision-
making support, it is necessary to query lightning 
distribution in space and time. The querying interface 
provides a space to input the SQL statements. Interested 
readers are encouraged to read the relational database 
management system (RDBMS) documentation[16] in order 
to undertake more complex SQL queries. To search the 
lightning activities in Hainan which occurred between 
eight o’clock a.m. and five o’clock p.m. on May 4, 2010 
and whose polarity is negative, the following spatial 
query statements were used: 

 
SELECT * 
FROM DSDW.Current_year 
WHERE polarity = ‘negative’ 
AND date = to_date(‘2010-5-4’,’yyyy-MM-dd’) 
AND datetime between ’08:00:00’ and ’16:59:59’ 
AND longitude between ‘108.37’ and ’111.05’ 
AND latitude between ‘18.10’ and ’20.10’; 
 

As the query was executing towards the database of 
Hainan area, the querying statements above can omit the 
spatial query conditions (e.g. lon-lat). The procedure to 
analyze the data stored in Hainan database can be 
summarized in four steps (see Fig. 8): (1) the database is 
queried by the SQL command and a new table is formed 

with the data of interest; (2) The new table is used as the 
input for the GIS procedure; (3) The table with point 
series is converted into point feature layer which can be 
displayed on map and (4) The spatial selection map is 
obtained. Fig. 9 shows the querying result. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Four steps of query procedure. 
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Figure 9.  Lightning spatial query result in Hainan province. 

Spatial analysis: It is one of the marked characteristics 
of GIS. The first law of geography suggests that all the 
spatial features are related to each other, and the entities 
have much closer relationship with their neighbor 
features[17]. It is the function of spatial analysis to seek 
the spatial and neighbor relationship among features. The 
example of buffer analysis is taken in this section. As is 
shown in Fig. 10, buffer distance and feature layer can be 
altered. Here, the detector feature layer was selected as 
the buffer layer. The buffer distance was set to 300 
kilometers (km). From the result, the spatial distribution 
of lightning activities was realized within the detector’ 
neighborhood of 300 km. 

Figure 10.  Buffer analysis example. 

 
Figure 11.  Statistical analysis example. X-axis represents the spatial area and Y-axis represents the value of statistical result. 
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Statistical analysis: The statistical analysis of GIS adds 
in new space-dimension feature to the traditional statistics, 
which handles a new way to acquire assistant decision 
information. Wenchang, a country in Hainan, was 
partitioned into 3×3 grids, nine parts together. Fig. 11 
shows the statistical result of lightning summation 
occurred in each part in three months of the year 2008, 
which red bar represents June, green stands for July and 
blue represents August. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This paper provides a new tool integrating the GIS and 
the DBMS to manage the lightning spatial data and to 
achieve a participatory platform for lightning monitoring, 
query and statistics. The system architecture designed and 
the functions dividing in the work facilitate the task 
carried out. The lightning spatial database provides both 
local and remote accesses by using the GIS gateway, 
ArcSDE, which is beneficial to manage spatial data. The 
proposed LIMS provides a framework to utilize the 
lightning data, as socioeconomic data can be added to the 
database. Though the framework is exemplified in 
Hainan area, it can be extended to a national level of 
China, in order to manage the lightning data in an 
effective way and make best use of them. In addition, 
data stored in proposed database can only be accessed by 
authorized users and all the software mentioned above 
can be used on different operating system without any 
restrictions. 

The development of LIMS represents a step towards 
the integrated lightning management and application. 
Currently, we concentrate on only Chinese version 
development. The work is also lack of the support from 
the professional lightning model, like lightning early-
warning model and super-short nowcasting model. In 
further study, the system with multiple language versions 
should be encouraged and the professional models need 
to be studied to provide more professional service. In 
addition, the lightning monitoring is carried out in 2D 
environment. It is necessary to develop the 3D model to 
duplicate the lightning occurrence from the real world 
that we live in. So, we have broad space to perfect the 
system as it becomes more available.  
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